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NUMBER 19/20 DECEMBER 1951 

We present this issue of the PHOTOGRAPHIC as a Double Number at 1/-. 
This enables us to reproduce, for the first time, photographs in full colour 
(which practically doubles the production cost). 

Full Colour Pictures 
BY all accepted standards, this article should be introduced expounding the 
importance of this new development in photography, hail the advent of a new 
era for the amateur photographer, stress the utter simplicity, quality and relative 
cheapness, mix some historic facts with it, not omitting to forecast a colour-
bright outlook for the future. Please take all this as read and let me switch to 
the facts. 

Agfa have introduced 
their new colour negative film suitable for most types of camera. This material is 
processed to a colour negative from which prints and enlargements, both in full 
colour and in black and white, can be made. This shows immediately several 
advantages—some subjects call for colour reproduction, others do not. Two 
cameras would be required—as in fact some enthusiasts have—one loaded with 
colour film, the other with black and white film. The new Agfacolor negative 
film does away with this dilemma. Further, one can get a black-and-white 
"proof" first, allowing one to decide if its basic technical quality, its subject 
matter, etc., warrant getting (the naturally somewhat more costly) colour 
enlargements made. 

People who like to project their pictures will be able to get colour trans
parencies made on Agfacolor positive film, allowing the full beauty of colour to 
be shown large and brilliant on the screen. They could offer duplicates in the 
quality of the original—no other process offers this—where they have to oblige 
friends, travel acquaintances, etc. This latter facility, not yet in operation in 
this country, should become available in the New Year. 
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The Picture Quality 
You will be the best judge. For that reason we have reproduced three 

Agfacolor enlargements, all taken with amateur cameras, one on the front cover 
and two as inside centre-pieces. At the time of writing I have not seen the 
quality of the reproductions, but if they are anywhere near the same high level 
as the printers estimate for the colour work, you are simply bound to approve of 
them. Apart from this, Wallace Heaton have a collection of Agfacolor prints 
at their showrooms for your inspection. 

My own considered opinion is that Agfacolor negative is a decisive step ahead 
of all colour processes available in simplicity of handling combined with excellence 
of results. 



visually in the actual light quality used for exposures. Mixtures of daylight 
and artificial light or of two different qualities of artificial light must not be used 
for exposure, as this will cause two different types of colour reproduction to 
appear in the single image. Stray daylight should be kept away from the subject 
when type "K" film is used with incandescent light. 

No filters are employed with either daylight or artificial light film. The only 
exception to this strict rule is in altitudes over 8,000 feet, where a colourless 
U.V. filter in conjunction with the daylight film may be found desirable. 

Agfacolor negative should not be used in tropical climates. 
The surfaces of the film are relatively soft and the processed negative should 

be handled or held by its edges only. 

The importance of accurate exposure 
must not be underestimated. Good colour rendering can only be obtained with 
an exposure as correct as possible, best with the aid of a reliable photo-electric 
meter. 

The speed of the Agfacolor material is given by the makers as 14/100 D.I.N., 
which would be equivalent to 16 Weston, but exhaustive tests I made both on 
the Continent and in this country show that the best results are obtained when 
assessing the film speed as Weston 8, and this I would set equal to 13/100 D.I.N., 
220 Scheiner, 210 B.S.(Log) or 12 A.S.A. 

The daylight film 
type " T " is sensitised for use with daylight, electronic flashlight, daylight 
fluorescent lamps, flash bulbs provided with blue coating. 

As an exposure example we would like to quote : An open landscape or sunny 
street in light hazy sunshine would require 1/50 sec. f/5.6 taken between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. 

Flash exposure with daylight film by using the blue-coated expendable flash 
bulbs is possible, and in our experience use : Philips PF 24/97 with Flash 
factor* 40; Philips PF 25/97 with flash factor* 44; Philips PF 45/97 with 
flash factor* 72; Philips PF 60/97 with flash factor* 82; Philips PF 100/97 
with flash factor* 98. 

Electronic flash units fitted with 
Mullard or Siemens flash tube, 100 
joule, have a flash factor of 28, 200-joule 
one of 40, and 400-joule outfit 56. 
These recommendations for electronic 
flash should be taken as a basis for 
experiments, as various makes differ in 
performance. 

The artificial light film 
Type "K" should be used with either 
photo-pearl or photo-flood illumination. 
This film is balanced for a colour tem
perature of 3,200° Kelvin; the very 
slight colour cast resulting from the use 
of photo-flood lamps, which are about 
3,400° Kelvin, is easily and automatic
ally corrected when colour prints are 
made. 
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As a general guide, an average room lit by 250 watts of light in all from 
various sources will require an exposure time between ½ to 2 secs, at f/4. 

The Focal Lighting Chart gave me very satisfactory results, using the 2x 
exposure indicated for 26° Sch. pan film. 

The artificial light colour film can be used with the yellow coated expendable 
flash bulbs 

Philips PF 24/98 with flash factor* 52 
Philips PF 25/98 with flash factor* 58 
Philips PF 45/98 with flash factor* 96 
Philips PF 60/98 with flash factor* 110 
Philips PF 100/98 with flash factor* 132 

Clear flash bulbs may be used in emergency, but they are not generally 
recommended. 

* To remind you : Divide this factor by the distance in feet between bulb and subject 
and the result is the aperture you should use. Example—Flash factor 70, distance 10 ft. 
70 divided by 10 equals 7. Therefore, f7 is the correct aperture to use. 
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A Backroom Boy on Agfacolor 
EVER since the new Agfacolor negative process was released, I have practised it 
as an accredited finisher. More than 100,000 exposures have been processed 
and almost 20,000 Agfacolor prints and enlargements have been made in our 
workshops. The knowledge I have gained from these activities, and also from 
numerous personal experiments and my own pictures, are the basis of these hints. 

A good Colour Picture 
originates not in the darkroom, but before and during exposure ! For that reason 
I am arranging my suggestions in similar sequence. What should be considered 
before the exposure is made ? 

In the first place study your subject. Colour pictures are not arranged in 
terms of light and shade, but are colour compositions. True to life, plasticity 
in Agfacolor pictures is the result not of light and shade but of colour. Therefore 
brighten up the shadows. See that harmonious or complementary colours are 
placed next to each other. 

Colour arrangements 
that have proved of value are : red and dark blue, or red and purple; yellow and 
purple, or yellow and blue; green and red, or green and violet; and finally, 
orange and sky blue, or orange and green, or orange and violet. These, of course, 
do not exhaust all possible combinations, but are among the most beautiful that 
can be rendered effectively with the materials at our disposal. Blended colours, 
such as pink and lilac, can also be reproduced excellently. 

Portraits in the open are most successful when taken against a blue sky with 
bright clouds, or on the beach and in the dunes. You may even try an "against-
the-light" exposure on the beach as the radiant white sands act as a reflector and 
brighten up the shadows to a considerable extent. 

What to avoid 
Avoid long distance shots. The humidity prevalent in the air tends to create 

atmospheric conditions entirely unsuitable for colour photography. The usual 
result is a red-tinged sky, and inky water. Therefore, remember : Get near to 
the subject; aim at close-up shots with little sky. Should it happen, however, 
that the sky is outstandingly beautiful the rule becomes : Low horizon, plenty of 
clouds. In this case, sky and clouds become main themes. 

Remember that exposures under trees have an unfortunate effect on colour 
rendition, just as if you had used a yellow-green filter. Greenish flesh tones are 
not at all attractive. Try to use as few tones as possible. Avoid children in 
flowered dresses busy in a field full of flowers, or in front of large multi-coloured 
flower beds. One colour should be predominant with one or two others as 
accessories. Restraint is best. Select occasionally an almost colourless subject. 
You will be surprised by the richness and serenity of such a picture. After all, 
there is no need to wear, shall we say, red stockings and a green skirt to "match" 
(!) a blue blouse. 

Colour exists only when there is light. Avoid, therefore, heavy shadows. 
Leave such subjects to the black-and-white photographer. We should seek 
light and sun. 
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By Artificial Light 

All canons of good taste in relation to colour, plasticity, etc., apply equally 
here as to photography in the open. Select a quiet, subdued background. If a 
light background is called for, let it really be light and cheerful and, in order 
that it may be reproduced without colour cast, illuminate it separately. 

Use only the best photofloods. See to it that all photo-flood lamps are equally 
new. Reflectors should not be coloured and the screens must be pure white. 
Have your strongest lamp as main illumination, reserving all others for any 
effects you may wish to achieve. 

Avoid cold colours such as green. Warm tones like red, rust or brown are 
kinder to the sitters, and they will appreciate this. And remember : no mixed 
illumination. Draw the curtains to exclude any daylight. Daylight and artificial 
light do not combine at all well in colour photography. 

What exposure? 

Yes, we agree fully that the new Agfacolor negative film has a reasonably wide 
latitude in exposure. You are certain, also, that the film will be processed and 
printed by first-rate professionals. What good will all this be to you if you mis
judge your exposure and irredeemably spoil your picture ? I can, of course, 
give you some indication. You are aware of the film's speed rating (see page 549). 
Simple subjects in sunshine, people in open country with light background 
need an exposure of 1/25 second at f/5.6. When at the seaside you might stop 
down f/6.3, and in both cases you would obtain a first-rate negative. 

I would, nevertheless, strongly recommend the use of a photo-electric 
exposure meter. This film is really too valuable a material for hit-or-miss 
methods. Do not think, however, the possession of a meter alone will lead to 
success. If you want to make certain of success you should become thoroughly 
acquainted with your exposure meter. Calibrate the instrument for the new 
colour film. How is this to be done ? In a very simple way. Select a well-lit 
subject, such as a house in open country, preferably made of bricks. Assuming 
the exposure meter gives a "correct" reading of 1/50 second at f/5.6, it is advisable 
to set the shutter at a speed of 1/50 second and make five exposures with the 
lens at the following apertures, viz. : f/3.5, f/4.5, f/5.6, 8 and 11. After pro
cessing, ascertain the best exposure time. If, for instance, the optimum result 
was obtained at f/4.5, it will be necessary to double any exposures your meter 
may indicate. You have, in this way, calibrated your particular meter for use 
with Agfacolor negative material. The test film has proved its worth and its 
cost will be amply repaid by the excellent results of all future exposures and even 
more so by the pleasure you derive from the certainty of success. 

Any doubts ? 

Maybe you will say : This is all very well, but what guarantee have I got that 
my next film will be processed to as high a standard as the test piece—i.e., that 
the processing conditions remain identical. 

You can be reassured on this point. Your films are processed by first-rate 
finishers who have been specially trained by Agfa and are under Agfa's constant 
supervision. Allow me to take you for a few moments behind the scenes of our 
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Agfacolor processing station. The procedure is as follows : An exposed trial 
film is put at my disposal by Agfa. I cut a small piece from this film and have 
it developed. If the result does not come up fully to expectations, all processing 
solutions in use are thrown away and replaced by fresh ones. Only when the 
processed trial film proves to be of as high a standard as the test strip, is your 
film developed. If you hand your precious Agfacolor film to Wallace Heaton, 
who is accredited by Agfa, you may rest assured that your film is treated 
entirely in accordance with the above system. 

Keep the hood on 

Let us, however, return to our picture taking. We now have a subject, also 
the proper exposure time, but there is still something more—the lens-hood. 
Let me entreat you never to make a colour exposure without using a lens-hood. 
We are aware of its importance in black-and-white photography, yet how much 
more valuable is a lens-hood warding off awkward side illumination and, above 
all, stopping colour reflections. You can take it from me that a lens-hood 
improves to a vast extent the quality of your Agfacolor shots. It increases their 
brilliance, gives a better colour rendering, the dark tones become richer and the 
whites clearer. In other words, your colour pictures become still more beautiful, 
and that is what matters. 

If, in addition, you are in a position to make use of a well-corrected lens, you 
are properly equipped for getting really fine colour pictures. 

A piece of advice 

Please abstain from making any experiments that are contrary to the directions 
issued by the makers. It is wrong to expose daylight film in artificial light, and 
it is equally wrong to use type "K" film for daylight exposures. Never use a 
yellow filter; it is only a waste of 
material, and you will get a completely 
blue negative that is entirely unusable. 
Thousands of films have already been 
wasted on these and similar so-called 
"experiments." 

To summarise, I assure you that 
every time you release the shutter of 
your camera a perfect Agfacolor picture 
will be the result, provided you select 
your subject with care, use the right 
negative material, give correct ex
posure in good weather conditions, use 
a lens-hood. If you send the film 
for processing to Wallace Heaton as 
authorised Agfa dealer, you have the 
assurance that the best trained hands 
will then work assiduously and lovingly, 
so that you may enjoy to the full your 
splendid Agfacolor pictures. 
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Festival Girls By G. H. Squires 

Taken on Agfa colour negative film and reproduced from the Agfa colour enlargement 
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"In the land of make believe" By W. D. Emanuel 

Taken on Agfa colour negative film and reproduced from the Agfa colour enlargement 
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